[Tandem and interspersed repeats contribute to the mosaic structure of segmented duplications in the human genome].
Intrachromosomal and interchromosomal segmental duplications account for more than 5% of the human genome. To analyze the processes resulting in the complex mosaic structure of duplicons, a draft human genome sequence was searched for duplicated segments of a genomic fragment of the pericentric region of the chromosome 21 short arm. The duplicons found consist of modules having paralogs in various genome regions. Module ends are flanked with various tandem or interspersed repeats, which are more unstable as compared with unique sequences. In most cases, the boundaries of duplicated segments exactly coincide with or are in close proximity to hot spots of various rearrangements within repeats or boundaries between repeats and unique sequences or between two different repeats. Homologous recombination between repetitive elements was assumed to be the major mechanism contributing to the mosaic structure of duplicons.